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SUMMARY
This paper will discuss some of the key elements of the doctrine of penalties and
consider some of the potentially controversial and uncertain aspects of the principle,
particularly in relation to its interaction with the doctrine of freedom of contract. To
the extent that there seems to have been a shift in the underlying policy concerns of
the doctrine of penalties, (from the equitable origins of the doctrine to one better
understood as a rule of law) it may be said that this correlates with a trend, towards
protection of freedom of contract and to ensure contractual certainty in commercial
contexts.

The recent New South Wales Court of Appeal decision in Interstar Wholesale
Finance v Integral Home Loans1 would suggest that the doctrine must be seen in the
context that, within limits, parties have freedom of contract. To some extent (at least
this would seem to be the criticism inherent in the dicta of Brereton J in the first
instance decision in Interstar2) the position now reached after the Court of Appeal
decision in Interstar has struck a balance in favour of protecting freedom of contract
as expressed in (and giving precedence to the form of the agreement) rather than
placing the ultimate (or perhaps undue) emphasis on what might have been perceived
as the concept of fairness underpinning the equitable concerns of the doctrine, as
voiced by Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC Finance Limited v Austin 3.
On the one hand, the statements by Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC4 emphasise
the role of the doctrine of penalties in protecting against provisions which are so
unconscionable or oppressive that their nature is penal rather than compensatory, and
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so answer the criticism often levelled against unqualified freedom of contract, namely
the potential for inequality of bargaining power. Such statements are aided by the
doctrine’s preference for substance over form5. On the other hand, as recognised in
the Court of Appeal decision in Interstar6, the scope and operation of the doctrine
must be considered in this context of the recognition of contractual freedom. Is there
any need (or scope for operation) of the doctrine in the modern law of contract? What
are the main concerns or aims of the doctrine, and does its current scope and
operation achieve them?

PART 1 – when will a clause amount to a penalty?

Introduction
Lord Dunedin's speech in Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co v New Garage and Motor Co7,
is the starting point for assessing whether a clause is penal. The oft cited passage,
contrasting an unenforceable in terrorem claim with an enforceable liquidated
damages clause, is:
2. The essence of a penalty is a payment of money stipulated as in terrorem of the
offending party; the essence of liquidated damages is a genuine covenanted preestimate of damage ...
3. The question whether a sum stipulated is a penalty or liquidated damages is a
question of construction to be decided upon the terms and inherent circumstances
of each particular contract, judged of as at the time of the making of the contract,
not as at the time of the breach ...
4. To assist this task of construction various tests have been suggested, which if
applicable to the case under consideration may prove helpful, or even conclusive.
Such are:
5
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(a) It will be held to be a penalty if the sum stipulated for is extravagant and
unconscionable in amount in comparison with the greatest loss that could
conceivably be proved to have followed from the breach ...
(b) It will be held to be a penalty if the breach consists only in not paying a
sum of money, and the sum stipulated is a sum greater than the sum
which ought to have been paid ...
(c) There is a presumption (but no more) that it is a penalty when “a single
lump sum is made payable by way of compensation, on the occurrence of
one or more or all of several events, some of which may occasion serious
and others but trifling damage”. (citations omitted)

This statement remains the classic formulation of the doctrine of penalties which has
been accepted as such and applied in numerous cases8. Whilst the potential for
reconsideration of the extent to which this statement represents the entire scope of the
doctrine of penalties has been hinted at, it has not been fully argued nor decided9.

The common shorthand way of describing the doctrine is that as formulated by the
High Court in Ringrow10:
the law of penalties in its standard application is attracted where a contract stipulates
that on breach the contract-breaker will pay an agreed sum which exceeds what can
be regarded as a genuine pre-estimate of the damage likely to be caused by the
breach11.

The simplicity with which such a statement is framed masks the fact that each
element of the principle raises fine distinctions and complex (often unresolved or
controversial issues) in relation to the construction of contracts. The legal principles
underlying the doctrine have been approached from different perspectives. Indeed,
that there was such a vast difference in approach and in the opinions expressed
between the first instance and intermediate judgments in the Interstar proceedings12
8
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indicates just how deceptively simple the doctrine can be in its enunciation. The
Interstar proceedings, the judgments at first instance and on appeal, considered most
of the key elements of the doctrine, and yet came to different decisions as to nearly
each of the elements considered.

What this means in practice is that practitioners must be equipped with strong
technical skills concerning contractual construction. The only real penalty in this area
seems to be the penalty for poor draftmanship.

Interstar - précis

As much of this part will discuss the respective Interstar decisions, it is useful to set
out briefly some of the factual background to the dispute.

Integral Home Loans Pty Limited and Integral Financial Pty Limited (together
“Integral”) were mortgage originators who found and submitted to Interstar
Wholesale Finance Pty Limited and Interstar Non-Conforming Finance Pty Limited
(together “Interstar”) applications by third parties for loans, and managed the ongoing
servicing of such loans. Interstar engaged in the business of lending and procuring of
moneys on the security of mortgages. In return for the origination and management
of the loans, Interstar would pay Integral fees. The relationship between Interstar and
Integral was governed by two written agreements called Loan Origination and
Management Agreements (“LOMAs”) which were in substantially the same form, and
despite the differences discussed by Allsop P on appeal13, were treated by both courts
as being the same for the purposes of the determination of the proceedings14.
On 17 March 2006, Interstar exercised a right of termination, under clause 20.1(c)15,
on the basis that it had formed the opinion that Integral had engaged in deceptive
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conduct relating to loan application files. Interstar terminated both LOMAs which
had the consequence that Integral ceased to be entitled to certain income under the
agreements (clause 20.3(c))16. Integral asserted that clause 20.3(c) which provided
for the cessation of the payments, was a penalty.
The primary judge, Brereton J, held that clause 20.3(c) was void as a penalty17 and
that Integral continued to be entitled to the commissions in question. On appeal, it
was held that the doctrine of penalties did not apply to clause 20.3(c), and that even if
it did, clause 20.3(c) was not a penalty18.

(b) upon the Originator breaching any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement
and/or a Manual and the breach not being rectified to the absolute satisfaction of each
Manager within fourteen days after the date upon which written notice of such breach
is given by each Manager to the Originator;
(c) where the Originator or the Originator’s Representative has engaged in any proven
deceptive or fraudulent activity in relation to an Application or a Settled Loan or a
Manager considers, in its reasonable opinion, that the Originator or Originator’s
Representative has engaged in deceptive or fraudulent activity in relation to an
Application or a Settled Loan;
(d) where, in the sole bona fide opinion of a Manager, there is a change in the
management or effective control of the Originator which change is not acceptable to
that Manager.
16
Clause 20.3 of each LOMA provided:
In the event that this Agreement is terminated by the Managers:
(a) the Originator acknowledges that the Relevant Manager will be entitled (but without
being under an obligation to the Originator to do so) to assume (or appoint a third
party to assume) the servicing and management of the Settled Loans and to otherwise
fulfil the servicing and managing obligations of the Originator as set out in this
Agreement;
(b) pursuant to clause 20.1(b) or (d) the Originator shall, despite the termination of this
Agreement, continue to be entitled to receive an amount equal to:
the Originator’s Fee (in accordance with clause 10) in relation to the
Outstanding Loan Balance
LESS
the amount which the Relevant Manager reasonably determines to be the
remuneration or compensation which the Relevant Manager (or a third party
appointed by the Relevant Manager) is entitled to receive to continue to
service and manage the Settled Loans as contemplated in paragraph (a); and
(c) pursuant to clause 20.1(a) or (c), then the Originator shall, with effect from the date
of termination, have no further entitlement to receive any Originator’s Fee or Upfront
Fee.
17
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The importance of considering the terms of the contract first – is there a
circumscription or definition of entitlements or forfeiture of accrued rights?

Whilst the finer details concerning the application of the doctrine remain uncertain,
the doctrine of penalties itself has been well accepted and applied by the courts for a
long time19. Consequently, those responsible for drafting agreements have been able
to keep apace of the entrenchment and development of the doctrine. Not surprisingly,
therefore, it may be comparatively rare that one comes across a term in an agreement
that is on its face obviously a penalty (save perhaps for the recent example in
Fermiscan Pty Ltd v Veronica Jean James20, as discussed below). Today,
agreements, (particularly complex commercial agreements) might be expected to be
drafted or structured in such a way as to prevent the application of the doctrine.

The importance of looking first to the terms of the agreement is no new concept, and
was alluded to by Lord Dunedin in his famous speech in Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre,
where it is said that “the question whether a sum stipulated is a penalty or liquidated
damages is a question of construction to be decided upon the terms and inherent
circumstances of each particular contract”21.

In Interstar, the importance of looking first to the terms of the contract was made
evident in the difference between differing conclusions there reached as to whether
there was any accrued entitlement to fees at the time the alleged penal clause was said
to operate.

Allsop P, from the outset (at [76]), emphasised that one needs to analyse the terms of
the contract to form an understanding of the operation and effect of the relevant
provisions. Accordingly, his Honour set out and considered in great detail the terms
of the LOMAs.

19
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Brereton J had considered that the LOMAs conferred an immediate entitlement to
fees upon the settlement of a loan and that this right was not conditioned upon the
contract not being terminated22 so that any forfeiture of a right to such fees on
termination affected by clause 20.3(c) operated as a forfeiture of an accrued
entitlement to fees. Allsop P disagreed, his Honour considered that the treatment of
the Originator’s Fee as “earned upon the settlement of the loan” went too far – and
that the right to the fees had not accrued or been “fully earned” at the time of
termination23.

Allsop P instead found that the fees should be understood as earned for a “combined
or bundled consideration (origination and management)” and the entitlement (that is a
fully accrued legal right, forfeiture of which might be capable of engaging the
penalties doctrine) to receive them was by reference to all the terms of the LOMAs,
including cl 20.3(b) and (c)24. That the right or entitlement to the payment of fees
was conditional upon performance of the management obligations necessarily
required the continuation of the LOMAs so that the termination of the agreement
qualified and ended the outright entitlement to the fees, as performance of the
management obligations was not by then complete25. As such, there was no
unconditional entitlement to the fee until the consideration for the fee had been
performed, that is until both loan origination and its management had been
undertaken.

On Allsop P’s approach, only one aspect of the consideration had been performed –
the loan origination – before the termination occurred. Accordingly, at the time of
termination there was no accrued entitlement to the fees capable of being forfeited,
and thus capable of enlivening the doctrine of penalties. Allsop P’s construction of cl
20.3(c) permitted the conclusion that the clause was part of the “circumscription or
the definition of the entitlement; it is not the forfeiture of accrued property for the
collateral purpose of encouraging compliance with the contract”26.

22
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Thus the first condition, that there be a forfeiture of money (or possibly of “rights” –
which I discuss below) for the application of the doctrine, was not satisfied and the
doctrine of penalties did not apply to cl 20.3(c), as a matter of contractual
construction. The importance of focussing on the operation of the contractual term(s)
was affirmed by Allsop P in Fermiscan27.

Characterising the penalty - is it necessary for there to be forfeiture of money or
will the doctrine apply where there is a forfeiture of “rights” or “accrued
entitlements”?
Lord Dunedin’s formulation of a penalty simply makes reference to “a payment of
money stipulated as in terrorem of the offending party”28. Likewise, the High Court
in Ringrow said the following:
The law of penalties, in its standard application, is attracted where a contract
stipulates that on breach the contract-breaker will pay an agreed sum which exceeds
what can be regarded as a genuine pre-estimate of the damage likely to be caused by
the breach29.

However, later cases were treated in Ringrow as representing the essence or standard
application of the doctrine (but not its universal or exclusive application) so that the
doctrine can potentially apply to situations not falling directly within the ambit of the
above statement of principle.
Indeed this broader scope was recognised by both Brereton J30, and Allsop P31 in their
respective decisions in Interstar, both finding that a stipulation may be penal in
character even though the penalty is not expressed in terms of the payment of money
but in terms of transfer of property. There are, of course, examples of cases where
clauses requiring the forfeiture or transfer of property or rights other than money have
been found to be capable of attracting the doctrine of penalties32. In Jobson v
27
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Johnson33 Dillon LJ found that the doctrine is not limited to obligations to pay a
monetary sum, but extends to obligations to transfer property and provisions that have
the effect of authorising retention or withholding payment of, or extinguishing a right
to receive, remuneration already earned but unpaid. In Wollondilly Shire Council v
Picton Power Lines Pty Limited34, Handley JA (with whom Clarke and Meagher JJA
agreed) stated:
Equity always looked to substance rather than form and the penalty doctrine
developed from Equity. In principle therefore the doctrine should apply not only to
clauses which provide for the payment of money on breach but also to those which
provide for the transfer of money's worth.

Allsop P referred35 to the decision of Hely J in Ringrow Pty Limited v BP Australia
Ltd36 who stated:
The sphere of operation of the penalties doctrine is limited to payment of agreed
sums or transfer of property upon a breach of contract … A clause providing for a
payment of an agreed sum on termination of a contract (in itself not an event of
breach) is still within the reach of the penalties doctrine if one of the grounds on
which the agreement may be terminated is breach
A stipulation may be penal in character even where the penalty is not expressed
in terms of money. So much was conceded in Forestry Commission (NSW) v
Stefanetto … Jobson v Johnson … and Wollondilly Shire Council v Picton Power
Lines Pty Ltd … are each authority for the proposition that the penalty doctrine is
not confined to clauses providing for the payment of money, but extends to
clauses providing for the transfer of moneys worth37.

As pointed out by Allsop P, Hely J’s statement was adopted on appeal by Conti and
Crennan JJ38. (In the High Court, it was not submitted39 that the provision was not a
penalty on the basis that it did not provide for a payment of money.)
Whilst it seems relatively settled that the doctrine can extend beyond payments of
money to transfers of property or non-monetary sums, it was not necessary for the

South Wales v Stefanetto [1976] HCA 3; 133 CLR 507 and Wollondilly Shire Council v
Picton Power Lines Pty Limited (1994) 33 NSWLR 551.
33
Jobson v Johnson, at 628, referred to by both Brereton J in Interstar, NSWSC, at [12] and
Allsop P in Interstar, NSWCA, at [101].
34
Wollondilly Shire Council v Picton Power Lines, at 555.
35
Interstar, NSWCA, at [102].
36
Ringrow Pty Limited v BP Australia Pty Ltd [2003] FCA 1297; (2003) 203 ALR 281.
37
Ringrow, at [97]; [100].
38
Ringrow Pty Limited v BP Australia Ltd [2004] FCAFC 206; (2004) 209 ALR 32, at [109].
39
Ringrow, at 659-660.
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purposes of the Interstar appeal to consider the application of the doctrine, to
forfeiture of property (as opposed to transfer of property) (Allsop P 40 cf Brereton
J41). Allsop P acknowledged42 that it is but a small step for such an extension to be
accepted, and was prepared to accept that the doctrine can apply to forfeiture of rights
or property but observed that once such an acknowledgment is made then “the
relationship between penalties and relief against forfeiture at this point becomes less
than pellucid”, a point which will be addressed below.
Characterising the penalty – when will a change in the nature of the obligation
to repay amount to a penalty?
It has long been recognised that where there is a debt due immediately but repayable
in the future, or by instalments (debita in praesenti although solvenda in futuro43), the
acceleration of the debt, even upon breach, will not be a penalty44. There can be no
penalty on the basis that there is no additional or collateral obligation being imposed
upon breach as the debt was always due, and it was simply by way of an indulgence
that the debt was repayable by instalments, (or by way of a lower interest rate or
reduced principal for example). The critical distinction is between debts that are
immediately due (but not yet payable) such that there is a presently existing
obligation to repay and debts that are conditional such that they only become due in
full upon breach45.
Thus if an obligation to repay can be characterised as being immediately effective
(but by way of an indulgence is postponed, or the debtor is permitted to repay that
amount by instalments or at a reduced interest rate provided it makes punctual
payment of the amount in respect of which it is given an indulgence or compliance
with other obligations) then the later acceleration of the debt, (or the fact that it
40

Interstar, NSWCA, at [104].
Interstar, NSWSC, at [12].
42
Interstar, NSWCA, at [104].
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v Offshore Oil; Hunt v Kallinicos [2009] NSWCA 5, at [18]-[20].
45
For a recent application of this distinction see the decision of Davies J in Perpetual Trustee
Company Ltd v Mitchell [2010] NSWSC 825, from [13]; Perpetual Trustee Co Ltd v Aspley
Specialist Centre Pty Ltd [2010] QSC 232, from [22], see also see also Cameron v UBS AG
[2000] VSCA 222; [2000] 2 VR 108.
41
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becomes payable at the original interest rate) upon a breach cannot be a penalty, as
there is no additional or collateral obligation arising upon breach, as the obligation to
pay the debt was always operative, irrespective of breach46.
However, where a debt which is not presently payable, or is conditional and then
becomes unconditional upon breach, this constitutes an imposition of additional or
collateral obligations and can amount to a penalty. For example, in Fermiscan, the
impugned clauses, when read together, required payment of $700,000 on the
following terms: (i) $200,000 was payable upon committal of certain breaches; and
(b) $500,000 would be payable out of (and only upon the earning of) fees and
royalties unless certain breaches occur, whereupon the fees were to be payable
forthwith by the respondent out of her own resources. So, the obligation to pay the
$500,000 (absent a breach of contract) was conditional upon money being earnt by
the commercialisation of certain inventions. However the dependence on fees being
earnt was severed (and the obligation would become an unconditional obligation to
pay, the full amount immediately regardless of whether fees were earnt) on breach of
contract. Allsop P held that the transformation of a limited or conditional obligation
to pay to that of an unconditional obligation, by way of more onerous terms which
operated only upon breach, was capable of attracting the doctrine of penalties47.
Similarly, the obligation to pay $200,000 upon breach, was capable of being a
penalty48.
In Fermiscan, Allsop P indicated that an important consideration is the absence of
any indication from the terms and context of the agreement that the sums in question
were part of a genuine pre-estimate of damage that might flow from a breach of
certain clauses giving rise to the additional obligation49. This is because it assists in
the conclusion that the contractual purpose of the clause (and the objective intention
of the parties) was not to deal with the consequences of breach, but to coerce
performance. In Fermiscan, when regard was had to the commercial background and
context of the terms of the agreement, neither supported the conclusion that the

46

O’Dea, at 366-367, 369, 386.
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required additional payments (both of $200,000 and of $500,000) were intended as an
agreed pre-estimate of damages for breach; instead such payments were characterised
as encouraging or coercing performance of the agreement.
Does the doctrine apply only to the circumstances of breach of contract?
Perhaps one of the most vexed issues concerning the doctrine of penalties is whether
it is necessary that the penal clause operate upon the occurrence of breach, such that it
can be said that the clause is aimed at compelling performance of the contract and
operates in terrorem to induce performance and so be described as a punishment for
default 50. Uncertainty has arisen as to whether the doctrine applies to situations
where payments are conditional upon the happening of specified events, as opposed to
a breach of the contract. There is even more uncertainty where the specified events
themselves seem very much like breaches of contract (in that the same factual
circumstances could satisfy the event as well as being a breach of contract), as was
the case in Interstar.
One of the main points of distinction between the first instance and appeal decisions
in Interstar was in relation to the issue of whether the doctrine of penalties was
limited to the circumstances of breach of contract. At first instance, Brereton J, after
conducting an extensive review of English, Australian and other common law
authorities and placing particular reliance upon the decision of Deane J in AMEVUDC51, considered that it was open to him to find that the doctrine could extend to:
the occurrence of an event which can be seen, as a matter of substance, to have been
treated by the parties as lying within the area of obligation of the first party, in the
sense that it is his or her responsibility to see that the specified event does or does not
occur52

Like Brereton J, Allsop P analysed previous authorities to determine whether it was
open to extend the doctrine in this way. However Allsop P came to the contrary
conclusion53. Allsop P found that the weight of the decisions given by the High Court
(despite Deane J’s decision) in AMEV-UDC could be seen to adhere to the correctness
of the House of Lords’ decision in Export Credits Guarantee Department v Universal Oil
50

Legione v Hateley, at 444-445; Interstar, NSWSC, at [10].
AMEV-UDC, Deane J, at 199.
52
Interstar, NSWSC, at [74].
53
Interstar, NSWCA, at [119]; [134].
51
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Products Co and to the correctness of the comments of Walsh J in IAC (Leasing) Ltd v

Humphrey54. Both these decisions maintained the position that the doctrine could
only apply to the circumstances occasioned by breach of contract (and perhaps
termination for breach of contract).
Allsop P was of the opinion that the current state of authorities did not permit the
fashioning of a principle based on the dissenting views of Deane J in AMEV-UDC,
which went beyond the boundaries of the doctrine expressed in IAC (Leasing) and the
other decisions in AMEV-UDC, by the House of Lords in Export Credits and by
intermediate appellate courts in Australia and Canada55.
Export Credits is considered to be a powerful indication of the limits of the doctrine
of penalties56. In that House of Lords decision, Lord Roskill affirmed the lower
courts’ decisions57, which included reference to a decision of Diplock LJ in Philip
Bernstein (Successors) Ltd v Lydiate Textiles58, where Diplock LJ identified the
distinction drawn between a payment which by the terms of the contract a party
undertakes to make in a specified event and payments which are promised to be made
on breach of contract. Diplock LJ was of the view that at the time there was no
authority to support the extension of the doctrine to the former situation, and refused
to do so.
In the Court of Appeal59, Waller LJ cited this same passage from Diplock LJ’s
judgment in Philip Bernstein and stated that where the contract provides for a sum of
money to be payable on the happening of an event no question of a penalty arises and
the court will not grant any relief. Similarly Slade LJ with whom Sir Sebag Shaw
agreed, approved Diplock LJ’s statement and indicated that the mere fact that a
person contracts to pay another person on a specified contingency a sum of money
which far exceeds the damage likely to be suffered by the recipient as a result of that
contingency does not of itself render the provision void as a penalty. Slade LJ went
54

IAC (Leasing) Ltd v Humphrey [1972] HCA 1; 126 CLR 131.
Interstar, NSWCA, at [134].
56
Interstar, NSWCA, at [112].
57
Export Credits, at 224.
58
Philip Bernstein (Successors) Ltd v Lydiate Textiles (unreported, Court of Appeal of
England and Wales, 1962).
59
Export Credits Guarantee Department v Universal Oil Products Co [1983] 1 Lloyd's Rep
448; [1982] Com. L.R. 232; (1982) 126 S.J. 853.
55
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on to affirm the requirement that the payment of money against which relief is sought
must be conditioned upon a breach of the agreement.
In the House of Lords, Lord Roskill, was “in complete agreement” and clearly
approved the views of Staughton J in the first instance and Slade and Waller LJJ on
appeal60. Allsop P in his decision in Interstar considered the House of Lords’
approval of the lower courts’ approaches in Export Credits as an indication of the
limits of the doctrine of penalties61. That limit being that the doctrine will apply only
to circumstances of a breach of contract. Whilst there is other English authority (as
discussed by Brereton J62) including the judgment of Diplock LJ in Financings Ltd v
Baldock63 (which was decided after Philip Bernstein), Allsop P considered that such
authority did not detract from the application and effect of Export Credits64. In
addition, Allsop P was of the view65 that intermediate appellate courts in Australia
have dealt with the governing principles of the law of penalties on the basis that it is
essential that payment be conditioned on breach of contract, pointing to the
application of Export Credits in Australia66. As discussed by Allsop P67 it is also
worth noting that Export Credits was applied, without qualification, by the British
Columbia Court of Appeal68 in support of the proposition that payment conditioned
on a breach of contract is an essential element of a penalty.
The High Court in Ringrow stated the standard application of the doctrine, as
discussed above, emphasising the application of the doctrine upon a breach of
contract69. (In contrast, Hely J at first instance in Ringrow had phrased the doctrine as
applying where an agreement imposed an additional or different liability upon breach
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of a contractual stipulation70.) Allsop P also referred to the High Court’s comments
in Ringrow71 concerning the underlying policy concerns of the doctrine in relation to
ensuring freedom of contract72.
Although Brereton J in Interstar considered that Mason and Wilson JJ’s historical
summary in AMEV-UDC at least did not preclude application of the doctrine of
penalties in the absence of breach73, on appeal, Allsop P was of the view that Mason
and Wilson JJ’s judgment did not support such a conclusion, pointing to Mason and
Wilson JJ’s approval of Export Credits and Walsh J’s comments in IAC (Leasing)74.
Indeed Wilson and Mason JJ began their historical reviews by stating; “…it is a risky
enterprise to construct an argument on the basis of the old decisions”75. Allsop P
concluded (cf Brereton J76) that the reasons of Mason and Wilson JJ “certainly” did
not support the views of Lord Denning in Bridge v Campbell Discount Co Ltd 77
(where Lord Denning, rejected the notion that the doctrine of penalties was confined
to sums stipulated to be paid for breach of contract)78.
The decision of Dawson J in AMEV-UDC adds to this conclusion, as his Honour
likewise found that the doctrine of penalties would only be engaged upon a breach of
contract, Dawson J stated79:
The decision in Cooden Engineering Co. Ltd. v. Stanford was approved in Campbell
Discount Co. Ltd. v. Bridge, and applied in Financings Ltd. v. Baldock, and was
clearly accepted by the majority in O'Dea … However, treatment of the termination
of an agreement upon breach in the same way as the breach itself for the purpose of
determining whether a stipulated payment is capable of amounting to a penalty has no
extended application. It would seem clear that a provision calling for the payment of
money by one party on the occurrence of a specified event, rather than upon breach
by that party, cannot be a penalty: Campbell Discount Co. Ltd. v. Bridge; Export
Credits v. Universal Oil Co. (citations omitted)
70
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In IAC (Leasing)80 Walsh J was of the view that there was a preponderance of opinion
in favour of the view that the question whether an obligation is penal arises only
where the provision is conditional upon a breach of contract. Another High Court
authority referred to by Allsop P is the decision of O’Dea81. In that case Brennan J,
referring to Walsh J in IAC (Leasing), indicated that the balance of opinion in the
High Court favored the view that no question of penalty arises unless the obligation to
pay occurs upon breach of contract82.
As mentioned above, Denning LJ in Campbell Discount Co v Bridge rejected the
notion that the doctrine of penalties was confined to sums stipulated to be paid for
breach of contract83. However, and as discussed by Dawson J84 and Mason and
Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC85, the majority of speeches delivered in Campbell Discount
were to the contrary view (namely that the doctrine had no application to a stipulation
which provides for payment on the happening of a specified event rather than a
breach of contract). It is this majority position which was affirmed by the House of
Lords in Exports Credits86, (as discussed above) and accepted as such in IAC
(Leasing)87, and AMEV-UDC88.
An opportunity for this issue to be ventilated again might arise in the context of the
anticipated challenge to the imposition of certain bank fees. Such a challenge has
already been run in England and was ultimately unsuccessful89, where one of the
challenges to certain bank fees, brought against numerous banks, was on the basis that
the fees were penal (the fees were also challenged on the basis of the “fairness” of
their imposition under English banking and financial regulations). At first instance90,
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it was found by Smith J that the law of penalties did not apply in this context, as there
was no imposition of obligations upon a breach91. Smith J stated;
Undoubtedly the law about penalties does not apply if the obligation is to pay for a
service or upon an event other than a breach, even if the service is supplied or the
event takes place against the background of or accompanied by a contractual breach,
and even if the service would not have been provided or the event would not have
occurred but for the breach. A customer could not necessarily invoke the law about
penalties to challenge charges payable for his bank lending him money simply
because his account would not be overdrawn but for his own breach. If an obligation
to pay is penal, it must require payment upon the breach itself92.

On appeal the Supreme Court found that the bank fees levied on personal current
account customers in respect of unauthorised overdrafts constituted part of the price
or remuneration for the banking services provided, and under the relevant regulations
this precluded the Office of Fair Trading from assessing the fairness of the fees (the
finding in relation to penalties was not challenged). The Supreme Court’s finding is
consistent with the first instance finding that the fees were not operational upon
breach but were consideration for a service such that the doctrine of penalties could
not apply.
The reasons of Smith J at first instance are consistent with the approach adopted by
Allsop P in Interstar. Smith J indicates that there must be a direct link between
breach and the impost of fees, so that it is not enough that the specified event takes
place against the background of or is accompanied by breach and irrespective of
whether it can be said that the fees would not have been imposed but for a breach.
To the extent that the doctrine of penalties does not apply beyond the circumstances
operating upon a breach of contract, pending any higher consideration of the issue93, it
would seem likely that a challenge to the validity of bank fees on the ground that such
fees are a penal, would be decided similarly to the case in England, unless it can be
established that the imposition of the fees are expressed to be operative upon breach.
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Application of the doctrine to circumstances of termination where termination is
conditioned upon breach (and other events)
What the Court of Appeal judgment in Interstar, does not expressly address is
whether the doctrine can extend to the circumstances arising from termination of a
contract, where that termination is conditioned upon multiple events, including events
other than breach. Brereton J’s formulation of the doctrine extended its application to
the occurrence of an event treated by the parties as lying within the area of obligation
of the party said to be suffering by reference to the allegedly penal clause94. The
Court of Appeal’s rejection of the formulation in these terms95 does not address
whether the doctrine can apply with a more limited scope to circumstances
conditioned on termination.
Based on the state of authorities addressing this point, as Interstar had exercised its
right to terminate on the basis of a specified event (rather than a breach) it seems
unlikely that the doctrine would have applied.
The application of the doctrine to the circumstances of termination has been
recognised by the High Court previously as being one which generates difficulties,
Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC, stated:
Unfortunately the proposition that the doctrine of penalties has no operation in
relation to a sum agreed to be paid on the happening of an event which is not a breach
of contract generates difficulties when an attempt is made to apply the proposition to
the exercise of an option to terminate a contract which is conditional upon, or
associated with, a breach of contract96.

Mason and Wilson JJ were of the opinion that it accords with principle and authority
that payments conditional upon an option to terminate exercised on breach can be
penal unless they represent a genuine estimate of damage and that the rationale
underlying this is that the doctrine is concerned with matters of substance, not of
form, there relying upon the authority of O'Dea97; Cooden Engineering v Stanford98;
Campbell Discount99; United Dominions Trust v Ennis100; and IAC (Leasing) 101.
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Similarly, Dawson J in AMEV-UDC (relying on Cooden Engineering, Bridge v
Campbell Discount, Export Credits and O’Dea) said:

However, treatment of the termination of an agreement upon breach in the same way
as the breach itself for the purpose of determining whether a stipulated payment is
capable of amounting to a penalty has no extended application. It would seem clear
that a provision calling for the payment of money by one party on the occurrence of a
specified event, rather than upon breach by that party, cannot be a penalty…102

In O’Dea, Gibbs CJ, relied upon the decisions of Cooden Engineering v Stanford103,
Bridge v Campbell Discount104 and Financings Limited v Baldock105 and concluded
that it has been settled in England that in a case where an agreement is terminated by
reason of a breach committed by the hirer, the sum payable will be a penalty unless it
is a genuine pre-estimate of the loss suffered by the owner by reason of that breach.
However, Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC did not go on to consider the issue of
the applicability of the doctrine to payments conditioned upon termination where
termination has been exercised on account of a specified event which does not amount
to breach. Nor did the Court of Appeal address this issue, as Allsop P instead
disposed of this point on appeal on the basis that it was not open to extend the
doctrine to the consequences suffered upon a failure to fulfil an obligation seen as
lying within the area of obligation of the penalised party. Brereton J’s formulation of
the doctrine goes beyond the circumstances of termination for specified events. As
such, Allsop P’s rejection of that broader formulation does not expressly address the
more limited application of the doctrine to circumstances occasioned on termination
for a specified event.
Some of the extracts from cases that Allsop P set out in his Honour’s decision as
representing the current statements of principle did expressly address the issue of
whether the doctrine could apply to payments occasioned on termination.
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Specifically, his Honour referred to106 statements from Hely J in Ringrow, which were
approved by the Full Federal Court’s decision and not questioned on appeal by the
High Court in Ringrow107 to the effect that a clause providing for a payment of an
agreed sum on termination of a contract (in itself not an event of breach) is still within
the reach of the penalties doctrine if one of the grounds on which the agreement may
be terminated is breach108.
In Interstar, Allsop P also referred to a passage109 from Bartercard v Myallhurst110,
where Davies JA stated:
It now appears to be accepted that where a right to terminate a contract and to receive
a payment arises on the happening of any of a number of events some only of which
are breaches of contract it is only where the termination is in consequence of breach
that the question of penalty can arise.

Neither of the passages from Davies JA nor Hely J, as cited by Allsop P (and
extracted above), considered the issue of the application of the doctrine of penalties to
payments occasioned on termination for a specified event other than breach. So, on
either of Davies JA’s approach in Bartercard v Myallhurst, or Hely J’s approach in
Ringrow, the doctrine of penalties would not have applied to the facts in Interstar in
any event, as Integral had exercised its right to terminate not on the basis of a breach
of contract but because of a certain event occurring (albeit the event was that in
Interstar’s opinion Integral had engaged in certain conduct and such conduct
amounted to a breach of the contract anyway, yet Interstar chose not to exercise rights
of termination on the basis of breach).
Thus it would seem that a clause providing for penal consequences following the
exercise of a right to terminate for breach, may be subject to the doctrine of penalties,
but that where the right to terminate has in fact been exercised due to the occurrence
of a specified event, which is not itself a breach, then the consequences flowing from
that termination will not be subject to the doctrine of penalties.
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What then is the situation where a right of termination arises on the happening of a
series of events which could amount to breach as well as specified events?
Whether a certain obligation is penal depends in the first instance upon what the
obligation is conditioned and it seems possible that a clause providing for the
consequences flowing from a breach or termination for breach may be a penalty but
that the very same consequences if conditioned upon the occurrence of specified
events (which may arise on the same facts as a breach) will not. On this
understanding, the determination of a penalty clause appears to depend very much
upon the drafting of the contract rather than the obligations said to flow from certain
events. To some extent it would also seem to depend upon whether the innocent party
elects to terminate for breach (in which case the doctrine may apply to such
consequences) or to terminate on the basis of a specified event such as the formation
of an opinion (which would not attract the doctrine, as the case was in Interstar).
The way in which the LOMAs were drafted in Interstar, meant that Interstar had the
option of relying upon the formation, reasonably, of the opinion that Integral had
engaged in fraudulent conduct, as giving rise to the right to terminate which would
safeguard the forfeiture of any accrued rights (had they been found to exist) from the
operation of the doctrine of penalties because such forfeiture was conditioned on the
occurrence of a specified event (termination for the formation of an opinion), not on
the occurrence of breach. This means that Interstar was able to gain the benefits of
such a right to terminate and to withhold payment of fees, simply on the basis that it
forms an opinion, rather than a breach having actually occurred, yet if Interstar had
relied on the potentially more serious consequences of there being in fact an actual
breach, then it may have been possible for Integral to call into aid the doctrine of
penalties. That such relief is not available against the same obligation in response to a
potentially less serious event, would seem to be contrary to any underlying policy
concerns to relieve against unfair or unconscionable terms (assuming that such
considerations remain relevant to the doctrine today at all, which will be discussed
further below).
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Out of all proportion?
Once it has been determined that the doctrine applies to a particular clause, it is then
necessary to determine whether the particular clause is penal. In assessing whether
the payment or forfeiture required by the impugned clause is not a genuine preestimate of damage, one must assess what might be the actual consequences suffered
as a result of a breach as compared with the value or worth of the stipulated payment,
transfer or forfeiture111. As regards the relationship between the payment and
consequences of breach, one should look to the High Court’s statement in Ringrow112
as the law applicable in this country, which approved Lord Dunedin’s speech (as set
out above) in Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre, including paragraph 4, concerning the
relationship between the payment and the consequence of breach113.
In Ringrow, the High Court sets out the current law regarding the relationship
between the consequences and actual damage suffered as a result of breach114
indicating that the principles of law relating to penalties require only that the money
stipulated to be paid or the property stipulated to be transferred on breach is
“extravagant and unconscionable in amount” or “out of all proportion” when
compared with a genuine pre-estimate of damage115. It is not enough that it should be
lacking in proportion116.
Despite the use of the word “proportion” in these various formulations, whether there
is proportion or disproportion between the innocent party's commercial interests and
the promise extracted to protect them is not relevant to the assessment or comparison
between the actual damage suffered and the contractual consequences from breach117.
The concept of proportionality between the commercial interests sought to be
protected and the obligations imposed to ensure such protection is not part of the law
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of penalties118. That is, it is not necessary that there be strict proportion, between the
compensation or additional obligations and the damage suffered from the breach119.
The High Court in Ringrow explained that the reason for the non-application of any
concept of “proportionality” was because such a concept is inconsistent with the law
of penalties on the basis that the law of contract normally upholds the freedom of
parties, with no relevant disability, to agree upon the terms of their future
relationships120 and how and at what price their commercial interests are to be
protected. Accordingly, it is not appropriate for a court to determine what are or are
not the legitimate commercial interests of parties and the price of protecting such
interests which would be inherent in the determination of the degree of
proportionality between the innocent party’s commercial interests and the promise
extracted to protect them.

As explained by the High Court in Ringrow, exceptions to the parties’ freedom of
contract will “require good reason to attract judicial intervention to set aside the
bargains upon which parties of full capacity have agreed”121. This is the reason why
the law of penalties is, and is expressed to be, an exception from the general rule and
in such exceptional language122. As such, it would be considered “a reversal of
longstanding authority” to substitute a test expressed in terms of mere
disproportionality123.
The task of determining what could be the maximum damage suffered upon breach
will often require consideration of the position but for the breach124. When
undertaking the task of comparing what could be the maximum loss suffered by the
breach and the allegedly penal amount, this can involve detailed consideration and
extrapolation of the damage that could flow from breach (or conversely the profits
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that would be expected if performance is duly rendered). Such tasks can be complex
when undertaken beyond the realm of loan agreements. (For example, where an
employee in breach of a contract terminates their employment, assessment of whether
any liquidated damages clause is penal may involve consideration of what would have
been the likely profit the employee would have generated over the term of the
employment.) Having said that, a party seeking to make out a penalty will not be able
to say that the determination of the maximum amount of damages should be reduced
to account for mitigation of loss, that is, the question of mitigation is not of relevance
when assessing the greatest loss that might be suffered125.
In assessing whether the obligation is penal, if the same obligation arises on the
breach of more than one provision, then one can have regard to Lord Dunedin’s
speech (as extracted above) which provides that there is a presumption that a clause
will be a penalty when a sum is payable on the occurrence of one or more or all of
several breaches, some of which may occasion serious damage and some of which
may occasion only trifling damage126.
In addition to this, regard should also be had to Lord Watson’s speech in
Elphinstone’s Case127 which held that if there are various breaches to which one
indiscriminate sum to be paid in breach is applied then the strength of the chain must
be taken at the weakest link, so if it can clearly be seen that the loss on one particular
breach could never amount to the stipulated sum then it is a penalty. Against this
presumption is that a clause will not be presumed penal simply because the
consequences of breach are difficult to precisely pre-estimate, as it is in such
circumstances that parties would be likely to have agreed in advance a sum
payable128. However as Allsop P reminds us, these are just presumptions or tests to
be used in the process of contractual construction and the ascertainment of the true
operative character of the clauses129.
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The decision in Fermiscan130, is a recent example of the application of this
presumption. Allsop P phrased the issue as follows: taking the least serious clause (as
the “weakest link in the chain”) does the impugned penal sum exceed the greatest loss
that could flow from the breach of that clause131. Where his Honour was of the view
that breach of the least serious clause would not have very serious consequences, it
was found that the clauses had no intended contractual role to compensate for breach
and instead their contractual function reflected, an intention of the parties, objectively
ascertained to coerce compliance132.
In determining what is the greatest loss that could flow from the clause upon which
the allegedly penal obligation is conditioned, where the obligation is conditioned
upon termination for breach, regard can be had to the loss that would flow from
termination of the agreement as well as the loss that flows from the breach triggering
termination133. This allows the draftsman (or woman) to include clauses allowing an
innocent party to terminate for breach (which may be trivial) and to recover, by way
of an additional payment conditioned upon termination for breach, loss of bargain
damages - something which is not possible when claiming damages for termination
for a minor breach134.
When it is remembered that a justification of the application of the doctrine to the
circumstances of termination for breach is because the payment for this purpose is
regarded as payable on breach, as a matter of principle135 there seems little
justification for allowing recovery beyond the loss flowing from breach136. Deane J
regarded this as a justification for extending the doctrine to apply to circumstances of
termination other than for breach, given that the loss flowing from termination above
the loss from breach would be included in an assessment of whether the clause is a
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penalty137. Dawson J however justifies this seeming incongruity on the basis that if
the position were otherwise, this would be an “unwarrantable interference” with the
freedom of the parties to a contract to determine for themselves the course which their
agreement should take upon the failure of one party to perform their obligations under
it138.
PART 2 – what is the role of penalties?
Introduction
On the current state of authorities, the doctrine of penalties can apply to clauses
requiring the payment of money and transfer of property or rights (and probably the
forfeiture of accrued rights139) consequent upon breach of contract (and consequent
upon an exercise of a right of termination arising on or for breach). Clauses requiring
payment, transfer and forfeiture of money, property, entitlements or accrued rights
consequent upon the happening of a specified event, as opposed to breach of contract,
will not attract the doctrine of penalties140. This is so even where the specified event
is the formation of an opinion that breach has occurred. It may be that the same facts
and events of breach will trigger additional obligations but still, the doctrine of
penalties will not apply.
That such deference will be afforded to the form of an agreement can be explained by
the fact that the doctrine is now applied by a jurisdiction that gives precedence to
freedom of contract, such freedom being seen as embodied in the form of the
agreement itself. Indeed, when the historical origins of the doctrine are compared
with the modern day position, it becomes evident that there has been a shift in the
operation of the doctrine which is reflective of (or perhaps caused by) a change in the
underlying foundations of the doctrine, perhaps due to the doctrine’s development in
the common law jurisdiction and the resurgence of emphasis on freedom of contract
and ensuring certainty in commercial transactions.
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By comparison, the historical foundations of the doctrine indicate a concern to operate
as a flexible, discretionary doctrine to be applied in circumstances of
unconscionability, mistake, accident, fraud, and are reminiscent of the doctrine’s
associations and shared equitable origins with the doctrine of relief against forfeiture
which is itself conditioned upon unconscionability141.
Whilst the deference afforded to contractual freedom explains the precedence given to
the form of the agreement, and justifies the limits imposed upon the scope of the
doctrine, the question remains as to what extent unconscionability has a role to play
(if at all) in providing a basis for the doctrine of penalties and to what extent this is to
be balanced with the need to ensure contractual freedom142. Consideration of this
issue ultimately leads one to consider what is the doctrinal basis for the modern day
doctrine of penalties as it exists in the common law.
Historical development of the doctrine
The historical development of the doctrine of penalties can be traced back to its
equitable origins where, along with the doctrine of relief against forfeiture (as
recognised by Allsop P in Interstar143), the courts of equity would provide relief
because of the absurdity in making a man pay a larger sum by reason of the nonpayment of a smaller144. It has been suggested that, in the early stages of the
doctrine’s existence (from about the late Middle Ages) relief against penalties and
forfeiture was granted in accordance with equity’s desire to do justice between the
parties in accordance with their real intentions and to relieve against strict observance
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of time limitations and formalities145 or is another instance of equity acting according
to the fundamental principle that a party having a legal right shall not be permitted to
exercise it in such a way that the exercise amounts to unconscionable conduct146.
Alternatively, other authorities have suggested that the jurisdiction to relieve against
penalties (and forfeiture) was on the basis of there having been accident, mistake,
fraud or surprise147 or equity’s desire to deal with intention or substance rather than
form148.
With the introduction of the Judicature Acts, what had already become a practice of
the common law courts of relieving against penal clauses149, was further entrenched
as all relevant relief could be sought through the common law courts without a need
to invoke the equitable jurisdiction to relieve against penalties150 until, it is said, “the
equitable jurisdiction to relieve against penalties withered on the vine”151.
A role for unconscionability?
Despite the divergence regarding the original motivations of the doctrine of penalties,
it is accepted that the motivation of relief against forfeiture is unconscionability152. In
relation to the doctrine of penalties, the term unconscionability is also used, but in
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multiple contexts153. References to unconscionability in this area can be in relation to
determining when the stipulated sum is out of all proportion154. Alternatively, the
term has also been used in suggesting that the main motivation or concern of the
doctrine, like relief against forfeiture, is to relieve against unconscionability155. Use
of the term in the latter context is more controversial (and appears contrary to the
recent approach taken by Allsop P in Interstar156). That the term unconscionability
has been used in these different ways has been described as “unfortunate”, especially
given the multiple meanings157 (or “baggage”) that unconscionability carries in
Australian law158.
An example of the former use of the term unconscionability is in relation to the
assessment of whether the penal sum when compared with the potential damages
flowing from breach, is out of all proportion or unconscionable159. Further, Mason
and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC were of the view that:
equity and the common law have long maintained a supervisory jurisdiction, not to
rewrite contracts imprudently made, but to relieve against provisions which are so
unconscionable or oppressive that their nature is penal rather than compensatory
(emphasis added)160

which again highlights the role that unconscionability plays in assessing whether the
stipulated sum is a genuine pre-estimate of damages (thus compensatory) or penal.
In comparison, if there is a concern to relieve against something that is
unconscionable, as Allsop P in Interstar indicates quite clearly, the seeking of relief
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against such unconscionable terms should not be done by recourse to the doctrine of
penalties, explaining:
The role or place of equity and relieving parties from injustice or unconscionable
bargains or from unfair forfeitures is most effectively brought about by judging the
operation of the clause or provision in the light of principles of relief against
forfeiture, unconscionable bargains, any found obligation of good faith or such other
consideration. This approach would enable an approach to be taken to the justice of
the case by reference to an analysis of the behaviour of the parties and the
circumstances at the point of asserted breach or forfeiture161.

It may be possible to reconcile the views of Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC
with those of Allsop P in Interstar, if Mason and Wilson JJ’s comments are read as
indicating simply the role that the unconscionability plays in assessing whether and
when a clause will be penal, as opposed to explaining the underlying policy of and
justification for the doctrine’s incursion into contractual freedom. This is possible
when regard is had to the passage following on from the passage cited above from
Mason and Wilson JJ:
The test to be applied in drawing that distinction is one of degree and will depend on
a number of circumstances, including (1) the degree of disproportion between the
stipulated sum and the loss likely to be suffered by the plaintiff, a factor relevant to
the oppressiveness of the term to the defendant, and (2) the nature of the relationship
between the contracting parties, a factor relevant to the unconscionability of the
plaintiff's conduct in seeking to enforce the term. The courts should not, however, be
too ready to find the requisite degree of disproportion lest they impinge on the parties'
freedom to settle for themselves the rights and liabilities following a breach of
contract162.

However, as the statement below indicates, Mason and Wilson JJ seemed to be of the
view that unconscionability has a role to play in explaining the foundations and
reason for existence of the doctrine itself and in determining when a clause will be
penal:
The doctrine of penalties answers, in situations of the present kind, an important
aspect of the criticism often levelled against unqualified freedom of contract, namely
the possible inequality of bargaining power. In this way the courts strike a balance
between the competing interests of freedom of contract and protection of weak
contracting parties163.
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In this instance, Mason and Wilson JJ indicate the type of unconscionability that the
doctrine of penalties is concerned with is that associated with the nature of the
relationship between the contracting parties, that is the possible inequality of
bargaining power. Indeed there is a degree of symmetry in the view that the limits of
the doctrine is the preservation of freedom of contract, and that one suggested positive
motivation of the doctrine is the need to protect against inequality of bargaining
power, which is one of the main criticisms levelled at the freedom of contract.
In addition to the statements of Mason and Wilson JJ, is then the subsequent decision
of the Court of Appeal in AMEV Finance v Artes Studios Thoroughbreds164 where
Clarke JA (with whom Kirby P and McHugh JA agreed) concluded that a term
“should be struck down as a penalty only if the agreed sum be either extravagant in
amount or imposes an unconscionable or unreasonable burden upon a party” 165.
These views are in stark contrast to that of Allsop P to the extent that his Honour has
clearly indicated (as set out in the passage above) that the doctrine of penalties does
not have a role to play in relieving against unconscionable transactions and the
precedence given to freedom of contract and ensuring commercial certainty166. Such
concerns are reinforced when regard is had to the observations made by Mason and
Wilson JJ themselves in AMEV-UDC, that:
there is much to be said for the view that the courts should return to allowing parties
to a contract greater latitude in determining what their rights and liabilities will be167,

so that an agreed sum is only characterised as a penalty if it is out of all proportion to
damage likely to be suffered as a result of breach.
Potentially adding to the uncertainty concerning the motivation or underlying policy
of the doctrine of penalties, is the traditional association of the doctrine with relief
against forfeiture, the latter being motivated by unconscionability. Added to this is
the fact that, despite the divergence of the doctrine of penalties away from the courts
of equity to become almost exclusively a common law doctrine, its equitable origins
still echo in the discussion and consideration of the doctrine. For example, the
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authoritative equity texts still include sections on the doctrine of penalties, often
coupled with consideration of relief against forfeiture168. In fact it is perhaps the
doctrine’s equitable origins that explains its strong association with “unconscionable
transactions”169, suggesting that there is some discretionary scope to allow sensitivity
to the justice or equity of the situation, as there is with the doctrine of relief against
forfeiture.
In addition to the shared association with unconscionability, both the doctrines of
relief against penalties and forfeiture share the same policy motivation that act as a
limit or circumscription on their scope – freedom of contract. Just as freedom of
contract operates as marking the boundaries of the scope of the doctrine of penalties,
freedom of contract operates in a similar way upon the doctrine of relief against
forfeiture170. Indeed the need to preserve freedom of contract has been explained as
the justification for the requirement that exceptional circumstances exist before either
of the doctrines will apply171.
The learned authors of Equity, Doctrines and Remedies, explain that the development
of the jurisdiction to relieve against forfeiture and penalties highlights the “antithical
attitude of equity and the common law”, and the relief in equity rested “at bottom” on
the notion that a person should not use their legal rights to take advantage of another’s
misfortune172. They somewhat perceptively refer173 (in the publication predating
Interstar) to the uncertainty between the different approaches to the doctrine and to
the distinction that was discussed by Meagher JA in PC Developments Pty Ltd v
Revell174 between the views of Mason and Wilson JJ (which favour the doctrine’s
concern to prevent the enforcement of unconscionable clauses) and those which stress
168
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the need for a doctrine capable of predicable application and one that respects
freedom of contract (along the lines of Allsop P in Interstar).
In PC Developments, Meagher JA distinguished two different tests as to when a
clause will be penal which seemed evident from the authorities at the time of the
decision. First, there was the “purely mechanical test” of whether the provision
sought to be impugned exceeds the loss or damage which the innocent party could
obtain175 (Meagher JA there indicating that such a test had nothing to do with any
notion of unconscionability176 and is a reflection of the common law origins of the
doctrine) and the second, being that which suggests that relief against penalties is in
its nature discretionary, so that it is the nature of the relationship between the
contracting parties that can make the contractual stipulation (or reliance upon it)
unconscionable. In support of this latter proposition, Meagher JA refers not
surprisingly, to the decision of Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC, and then
indicates that this view reflects the doctrine’s existence in equity177.
Meagher JA was of the view that the “distinguished line of cases” in support of the
first test or approach to the doctrine makes its adoption “inevitable”. Indeed this
conclusion, whilst not expressly said to be the case (in opposition and preponderance
to the discretionary test expounded by Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC) is that
adopted by Allsop P in Interstar, as explained above.
Shortly after PC Developments is the decision by Cole J in Multiplex Constructions v
Abgarus 178, in which Cole J observed that whether a burden imposed upon a breach is
unconscionable and thus a penalty, will depend upon the inequality or equality of the
bargaining position of the parties and the relationship generally.
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Dr Peden in her article, ‘Penalty clauses and what would the High Court have made of
Interstar Wholesale Finance Pty Ltd v Integral Home Loans?’179 also considers the
role that unconscionability has to play in the doctrine’s application. Dr Peden first
refers to Lord Dunedin’s use of the term “unconscionable”, although warns readers
that Lord Dunedin’s usage of the term should not be confused with the modern law
concerning unconscionable conduct such as that in Amadio180, (indeed in England in
1915 there was no such doctrine) 181. Dr Peden is of the view that Lord Dunedin’s
usage of the term “unconscionable” is instead a colloquial use of the term which
would be translated into “out of all proportion” today. After referring to a passage by
Mason and Wilson JJ from AMEV-UDC (as discussed above), Dr Peden indicates that
there have been a few decisions182 in addition to AMEV-UDC, suggesting the
inequality of bargaining power is a basis on which to strike down an agreed damages
clause183.
One decision which supports the view that unconscionability is a basis for the
doctrine’s existence is that of a majority of the Victorian Court of Appeal in Yarra
Capital Group v Sklash184, (a decision referred to by Dr Peden, as being a “radical”
decision). There, the majority view was that “unconscionability is a separate ground
for striking down an agreed default provision as a penalty” (citing Mason and Wilson
JJ in AMEV-UDC)185. Dr Peden expressed the view that the decision is radical186
because it suggests “the existence of unconscionability may be sufficient to strike
down a penalty clause”187. This is against High Court authority such as Ringrow,
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which tended against the adoption of a flexible approach to the doctrine of penalties
based upon unconscionable dealings188, and is opposed to the current approach as
expounded by Allsop P in Interstar which favours a technical approach in order to
promote commercial certainty.
In State of Tasmania v Leighton Contractors189, (a decision which was later cited in
Yarra Capital and also referred to by Dr Peden) the court indicated that the
bargaining strength of the parties or whether one party was subject to unreasonable
pressure in performance was considered a relevant consideration as to whether the
stipulated sum was a penalty. However, the court in State of Tasmania v Leighton,
did go on to indicate that there was uncertainty as to whether the term
“unconscionable” affords a separate basis for consideration of a penalty (though
noting that it was not necessary to decide in that case) and also referred to the High
Court’s then recent decision in Ringrow (where the High Court had also not decided
the issue)190.
The uncertainty regarding the role of unconscionability as recognised in Yarra
Capital, has again been considered in Talacko & Ors v Talacko191, where Kyrou J
indicated (after referring to decisions of Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC and of
the Court of Appeal in AMEV Finance v Artes Studios Thoroughbreds) that there is
uncertainty as to whether a sum may be a penalty on the independent ground that it
imposes an unconscionable burden (citing Yarra Capital).
In an article written just before the Court of Appeal decided Interstar, Professor
Baron, advocates the position that unconscionability is “a core concept in determining
whether a liquidated damages clause is valid in Australia”192 referring to many of the
cases mentioned above. Professor Baron was of the view that unconscionability plays
a role in determining whether the agreed sum is out of all proportion193 and in
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determining whether there was a degree of inequality of bargaining power between
the parties akin to unconscionability in the Amadio sense194. Professor Baron was
strongly of the view that unconscionability currently does and should continue to play
a role in the application of the doctrine of penalties, though recognising that use of the
concept of unconscionability should be well defined in its application to promote
contractual certainty.
When regard is had to the operation of the doctrine as evidenced by the current state
of authorities, particularly in light of Interstar, it becomes difficult to find practical
support for the views as discussed above, that the current motivation is (as opposed to
should be) to protect against unconscionability or inequality of bargaining power. As
discussed, it is possible for agreements to contain clauses requiring payment or
transfers to compel performance and providing they are made conditional upon the
occurrence of specified events (as opposed to a breach or termination for breach), no
matter the nature of the forfeiture involved or the intention to compel performance,
the doctrine of penalties will not be applicable. This is so even where the specified
event that gives rise to a forfeiture or payment is that one party forms the opinion that
the other party has breached his or her obligations. That the doctrine of penalties is
not available in such circumstances not only opens this area of law to criticism, on the
basis that it is a triumph of form over substance (as parties are able to achieve the
same practical effect of a penalty through the imposition of additional obligations to
compel performance of the contract) but also makes it difficult to elucidate a
particular concern to relieve against unconscionability occasioned through inequality
in bargaining power.
Brereton J in his judgment, suggests that a requirement for the allegedly penal clause
to operate upon a breach of contract represents “a triumph of form over substance”, as
it means that:
the doctrine of penalties could always be evaded by the drafting of lists of events of
default upon which termination was authorised and payment of a wholly
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disproportionate sum was exigible, without including a contractual promise that those
events would not occur195.

The ability of draftsmen (or women) to take advantage of these rules of penalties, to
ensure that their agreements do not fall within the scope of the doctrine (which has
also been recognised by Mason and Wilson JJ in AMEV-UDC196) makes it even more
difficult to justify the doctrine’s purpose as being to provide relief to parties in
positions of unequal bargaining power such that there is a degree of
unconscionability. This is because the ability to draft out of the doctrine’s application
means that in practical reality parties with greater bargaining power will be able to
ensure that the agreement is drafted so that the doctrine does not apply despite the
same practical outcome being achieved in which case unconscionability will not be
the touchstone of whether the clause is penal.
In answer to the criticism that the current formulation of the doctrine is a triumph of
form over substance, is the assertion that if the form of the agreement is seen as the
expression of freedom of contract, then any triumph of form should be understood as
deference to the contractual freedom of the parties. Such a comment was made by
Gummow J in the application for special leave to appeal to the High Court in the
Interstar proceedings197. In the special leave application, it was suggested that
despite the full flourishing of freedom of contract in the mercantile 19th century, the
doctrine of penalties that existed before this, and which was concerned less with
preservation of freedom of contract but with traditional equitable concerns of the
unconscionability of the situation, went into no decline, survived, and still thrives. To
this Gummow J responded “the question is how much does it thrive?”
So it seems that there remains some tension between what is perceived as the older
equitable foundations of the doctrine of penalties, which are concerned with
traditional concerns to relieve against unconscionability as against the more modern
common law conception of the doctrine, which, whatever its foundation for
intervention may be, has been circumscribed to give precedence to freedom of
contract and ensuring certainty in commercial transactions. This tension is referred to
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by P S Atiyah in The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract198, where Atiyah observes
that the “new attitude to the autonomy of private contracts was, inevitably difficult to
reconcile with the old equitable doctrine about penalties and forfeitures” 199.
Bearing in mind that freedom of contract is the main circumscription of the modern
conception of the doctrine, as expressed in the Court of Appeal decision in Interstar,
and that after Interstar, it seems that the doctrine is not concerned with
unconscionability, one may ask what then is the justification for intervention in
freedom of contract in the first place?
If the doctrine is said to be concerned with clauses that operate in terrorem and to
coerce compliance it would seem that the limitation of the doctrine to the
consequences occasioned upon breach alone would defeat such purposes in any event.
If additional obligations (or forfeitures or withholding of accrued entitlements) can be
imposed upon the occurrence of specified events, such events being the formation of a
reasonable opinion that breach has occurred, or that events have in fact occurred
which may also constitute a breach, this seems very much to achieve the same
collateral purpose of coercing contractual performance, yet the doctrine of penalties
will not be engaged. So it would seem more accurate to say that the doctrine of
penalties is only concerned with attempts to coerce compliance when such obligations
are expressed as operating upon breach, or termination for breach (as opposed to
operating on facts which amount to breach). Given such a narrow operation of the
doctrine, whilst protecting contractual freedom and ensuring commercial certainty, it
is difficult to justify the doctrine’s interference with contractual freedom to begin
with.
CONCLUSION
The repeated justification for the reluctance to extend the doctrine, despite the result
that it is effectively possible to draft away the application of the doctrine, is the
importance of ensuring freedom of contract200. Indeed the ability to draft out of the
doctrine’s application, is itself justified as deference to the form the agreement as the
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form is the expression of such contractual freedom. It is the importance of protecting
such freedom of contract and ensuring that there is a degree of certainty and
predictability in relation to the application of the doctrine which explains the
reluctance to intervene in circumstances where parties have agreed that in certain
events a sum is payable. Indeed, despite an ability to conjure up examples of
agreements to pay a sum of money in specified events which look very much like
breach, there are many more conceivable examples of agreements to pay in specified
events to which if the doctrine of penalties applied, would result in increased
uncertainty and would impinge upon parties’ freedom of contract.
Of the alternative formulations (and extensions of the doctrine) that have been
suggested, one could view the formulation favoured by Deane J201 and Brereton J202
as attempting to protect freedom of contract through limiting the operation of the
doctrine (once extended to apply to beyond the circumstances of breach) so that it
would apply only where it is treated as lying within the area of obligation of a party.
Another possible qualification is to limit the doctrine to circumstances arising upon
specified events where it can be seen that as a matter of substance the clause operates
in terrorem or to compel or coerce performance in unconscionable circumstances,
which may include reference to the bargaining position of the parties203. Albeit these
approaches seem to require more of a principled and qualitative approach rather than
the mechanical or formulaic approach that seems to have been preferred in order to
ensure doctrinal certainty (indeed Gummow J in the special leave application for the
Interstar proceedings expressed similar reservations regarding the former204).
Further, neither of these formulations would necessarily address all situations
involving unconscionability associated with inequality in bargaining power, albeit
they would go some way to so doing.
Leaving the doctrine in its current form or expression means that it is open to parties
to seek to compel performance of a contract by including clauses that operate in
terrorem (in that they coerce performance through imposition of collateral
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obligations) provided that the allegedly penal clause is not expressed to operate upon
breach or termination for breach. Performance of obligations can be coerced by
including penal clauses operating upon the formation of an opinion that a breach has
occurred or that certain events, which may make up a breach, have occurred and
according to the position in Interstar, such clauses, despite the extravagance or
unconscionability of the additional obligations imposed, will not be penal. This leads
one to conclude that whatever should be the aim of the doctrine, in its current form, it
will not address any oppression or unconscionability arising from inequality of
bargaining power.

It would seem that the ultimate resolution of the issue of what is the main motivation
or justification for the existence of the doctrine (and so the justification for its
incursion into contractual freedom) which would then provide a sound basis upon
which its applicability and operation could be developed and clarified (which could
only be in support of commercial certainty) will have to be determined by the High
Court. As Allsop P explained in Interstar:
the relationship of penalties to relief against forfeiture and of the existence (or,
perhaps, renewed recognition) of equity’s role in the doctrine of penalties are matters
for doctrinal consideration which will inevitably involve reconsideration of High
Court authority, including IAC (Leasing) and AMEV-UDC. Therefore, it is a task for
the High Court, not this Court, and not a judge at first instance205.
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